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ABSTRACT: In this paper the attempt has been made analyse the performance comparison of nucleotide sequence
in DNA cells. The basic idea behind this proposed method is estimate the efficiency of roulette wheel selection and
steady state selection with respect to memory and running time. Here this algorithm is applied to find the genetic
operator such as mutation, crossover and selection in large dataset. In order to evaluate the proposed methodology,
Comparisons are made based on the Execution time and memory efficiency in finding best fitness value in each
generations and their distance estimation between each generations.. The extracted rules and analysed results are
graphically demonstrated. The performance is analysed based on the different no of instances and confidence in DNA
sequence data set. In genetic algorithms, the roulette wheel selection operator has spirit of utilization while steady state
selection is influenced by exploration. The proposed solution is implemented in MATLAB using DNA Nucleotide
Sequence of Cancer cells and the results were compared with roulette wheel selection and steady state selection with
different problem sizes.
KEYWORDS: chromosome; roulette wheel; steady selection; crossover; mutation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithms are adaptive algorithms proposed by John Holland in 1975 [1] and were described as adaptive
heuristic search algorithms [2] based on the evolutionary ideas of natural selection and natural genetics by David
Goldberg. They mimic the genetic processes of biological organisms. The population undergoes transformation using
three primary genetic operators – selection, crossover and mutation which form new generation of population. The GA
maintains a population of n chromosomes (solutions) with associated fitness values. Parents are selected to mate, on the
basis of their fitness, producing offspring via a reproductive plan (mutation and crossover). Basic flowchart of genetic
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. Generally all the optimization techniques are influenced by two important issues exploration and exploitation.Exploration is used to investigate new and unknown areas in the search space and generate
new knowledge. Exploitation makes use of the generated knowledge and propagation of the adaptations. Both
techniques have their own merits and demerits. Genetic algorithm applied which has large solution search space[3]-[7].
Search space is space of all feasible solutions (the set of solutions among which the desired solution resides). In the
population of individuals, the strong ones survive longer than the weak ones “survival of the fittest”. This causes a rise
in the overall fitness of population. Based on the fitness value of the individuals, the week ones are terminated. The
strong ones are chosen to reproduce themselves by using recombination and/ or mutation on them. Recombination is an
action that is applied to two or more of the selected candidate (called parents). It will generate one or more new
candidates (called children). Mutation is applied to one candidate and results in one new candidate. Execution of these
two operators leads to a set of new candidates that compete with the old ones for a place in the next generation. When
this process is repeated, the average fittest of the population will increase until a maximum has been reached.
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Fig 1 Genetic Algorithm Basic flow

In this paper, focus is to compare the two selection operators and generate a new selection operator to obtain
perfect mix of exploration and exploitation. The paper is organized in the following sections. The Section 2 reviews the
different combination techniques related to this area. Section 3 focus on algorithm related to the proposed method.
Section 4 focus on computational results. Finally, Sections 5 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In genetic algorithm, first the population needs to be initialized with random candidate. Next step evaluate the
fitness of individuals. Then they apply the selection operator which selects fittest parents for generations which are
parents of next generation. The algorithm is stopped when the population converges toward the optimal solution.
Roulette method selection method works similarly to a roulette wheel, where the likelihood that an individual is chosen
is proportional to its fitness value[10][12]. Because the ideal fitness for individuals in this algorithm, the size of each
individuals „slice‟ of the roulette wheel will be inversely proportional to their fitness value. Once the „slices‟ have
been determined, a number is generated at random.
The individual with the range of numbers that contains this randomly generated number will be one parent[13][15].
This continues until the desired number of parents is found. Based on the value of fitness function, roulette wheel
method selects the next best possible solution chromosome that will create a new generation and be genetic parents for
the next generations. It is also allow for parents with low fitness to go to the next generation. [5]
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Fitness function is the important parameter of a genetic algorithm that defines the fitness of each chromosome where
the values of genetic parameters are adapted as the genetic evolution progresses. At every generation, fitness value of
each chromosome is calculated using fitness function.
If fitness of two chromosomes is equal, then the mutation rate is increased, in order to help the genetic evolution get
out of issues like local maxima or local minima whichever is applicable. Once there is an improvement in the overall
fitness, the original mutation rate is restored to continue evolution as normal.
If the evolution stabilizes, but the fitness does not seem to be improving for several generations and the search does
not find any error, new set of initial population is generated using the initial default parameter values and a new
randomly generated seed. [3][4] TSP is a minimization problem; we consider fitness function calculates cost (or value)
of the tour represented by a chromosome in fig (2) and fig(3).
void rouletteParents(numParents, myPopulation, parents){
int high = 0;
for each(chromosome : myPopulation)
if(chromosome.fitness > high)
high = chromosome.fitness;
create vector of integers = size of myPopulation;
for(0 <= i < myPopulation.size())
for(0 <= j < high – myPopulation.elementAt(i).fitness)
add i to vector of integers;
for(0 <= i < numParents)
shuffle vector of integers;
parents.add(myPopulation.elementAt(vector[i]);
}
Fig-2 Pseudo code for Roulette parent selection

Steady State Selection
In tournament selection, every individual in the population is paired at random with another. The fitness values of each
pair are compared. The fitter individual of the pair moves on to the next „round‟, while the other is disqualified. This
continues until there are a number of winners equal to the desired number of parents[12]. Then this last group of
winners is paired as the parents for new individuals.
void tournamentParents(numParents, myPopulation, parents){
create temporary empty population;
create vector of integers = size of myPopulation;
add values 0 to index of last member of myPopulation;
shuffle vector;
if(myPopulation.size <= numParents)
parents = myPopulation;
else
for(0 <= i < myPopulation.size/2){
compare myPopulation element at i and myPopulation.size – i
add most fit to temporary population;
}
tournamentParents(numParents, temporary population, parents)
}
Fig-3 shows the pseudo code for tournament selection method.
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Crossover
After the completion of the selection process, the chromosomes chosen to be parents for the next generation are
recombined to form children that are new chromosomes[14]. This combination can take many forms and the crossover
operator can greatly affects the result of the search. [6]
Mutation
The operation of mutation allow new individual to be created[13]. It begins by selecting an individual from the
population based on its fitness. A point along the string is selected at random and the character at that point is randomly
changed, the alternate individual is then copied in to the next generation of the population.
IV.SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, MATLAB code has been developed to assess the performance of genetic algorithm by using three
different selection techniques on the same population . Figures(5 ) and (6) shows that amount of used memory,
efficiency and speed in the proposed algorithm that is less than the steady state selection method. This is because of the
compact data structure and matrix that growths quickly in linear format. Definition of response time is the time
required to produce output regardless of the output quality.

----- roulttte wheel
------ steady state
-------proposed selection
Best
fitness

Generations
Fig 4 best fitness of chromosome generations
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Best
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Generations
Fig 5. Performance Comparision within genetic methods

The implementation results show that the roulette wheel method can improve the quality, memory and speedup
metrics. Results show that in average efficiency 81%, memory usage 94.3% and response time 0.69% as compared to
steady state algorithm are improved.

----- roulttte wheel
-------steadystate selection

Best
fitness

Generations
Fig 6 Comparison of roulette wheel and steady state selection

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the proposed roulette wheel selection and steady state selection method are used for genetic DNA
nucleotide set sequence Our proposed algorithms included two phases: phase I is related to create and estimate the best
fitness value for each generation. In phase II, roulette wheel selection compare the fitness value in convergence value to
perform genetic operator such as selection, crossover and mutation. The implementation results show that the roulette
wheel selection method should improve the quality, memory and speedup metrics. Results show that in running time
memory usage and speed are better compared to steady state algorithm. . In future the work will be extended in the
following areas Further research in this area is analyse the various factors influencing performance of genetic
algorithms.
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